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Futures and Options: 
Combination of Book 3 and 
Book 4 Topics 

PART I:- Futures and Forwards 
Task 1: Futures Payoff calculations 

MR A entered into long position in WTI crude oil futures at $110. Mr B 
took short position in same futures at same price. Calculate total payoff 
for both long and short position holder. (Table provides possible prices at 
maturity). 

Note: Futures contracts are settled on daily basis, hence payoff at 
maturity is the difference between futures price the day before 
settlement and futures price on the settlement day. Hence, you are 
asked to calculate total payoff for long and short which is summation of 
all the daily payoffs for the period in which long and short holds position. 

Settlement price Total Payoff to Long Total payoff to Short 
$95   
$115   
$150   

  

Task 2: Forward contract payoff graph 

 Plot the generic graph of payoff for long and short position holder(Only 
shape matters). 
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Task 3: True or false. 

State the statement is true or false. 

A) Arbitrager and speculators both take risk in order to gain from the 
position in derivatives. 

B) Hedgers intention to take the position in derivatives to earn some 
profits from the favorable movement in underlying. 

C) Speculators need to take a position in such a way which results 
into no net cashflows. 

Task 4: Netting in centrally cleared positions. 

Following is the list of 3 traders who have net receivable and payable 
positions with each other. 

 Party A has receivable of $20M from B and payable of $50M to C. 
 Party B has receivable of $ $40M from A and payable of $20M to C. 
 Party C has payable of $ $80M to A and payable of $40 to B. 

What will be the net payable/ receivable between the bilateral netting 
and multilateral netting when CCP is involved. Also mention which party 
is having highest exposure without netting, with bilateral netting and 
with multilateral netting with CCP.   

Note: Prefer diagram to solve this question.  

Task 5: Margin calculation for futures 

Mr Jack is holding a long position in 100 futures contract of crude 
currently trading at $110. Initial margin requirement is $5500 and 
maintenance margin requirement is $4000. However, after previous 
trading day’s adjustments in margin account balance, current margin 
account balance is $5700. Please note, Mr Jack prefers withdrawal of 
margin above $6000. Following table provides daily changes in 
settlement price of futures contract. Fill the remaining columns of the 
table.  

Day Settlement 
price 

Margin 
balance 
(closing) 

Margin 
call/(Withdraws) 

Working 

Day 
0 

$110 $5700   

Day 
1 

$120    

Day 
2 

$110    

Day 
3 

$102    
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Day 
4 

$95    

Day 
5 

$90    

 

Task 6: Hedge ratio calculation 

To arrive at number of contracts required for hedging, we need hedge 
ratio. Following table provides different cases with basic information 
required to calculate hedge ratio. 

Case  Given information Working Hedge Ratio 
A SD of spot price of 

underlying $1.25, SD of 
futures price $0.50. 
Correlation (Spot/futures) = 
0.35 

  

B Covariance (Spot/future)= 
16, SD of spot price of 
underlying $3.5, SD of 
Futures price $3.75. 

  

C Covariance (spot/futures) = 
-55, SD of Spot price of 
underlying $6, SD of futures 
price $7.5 

  

 

Task 7: Hedging (Number of contracts) 

Using the following table, calculate number of futures contract (long or 
short) required for hedging. 

Initial Position Beta Futures 
trading at 

Lot size Total contracts for 
hedging 

$50,000 long 1.5 $600 25  
$100,000 Long 0.75 $300 250  
$45,000 Short 1.25 $200 100  
$680,000 short -0.85 $50 100  
$750,000 long -0.25 $125 250  

 

Tailing the hedge: Using the above case, provide the number of contracts 
required for tailing the hedge adjustment assuming price of futures 
contract on next day is $625 and spot price of underlying price is $595. 

Task 8: Beta adjustment 

Using above task no 7, adjust beta of all the cases to 1 and calculate 
total number of contracts required for hedging after adjusting for beta. 
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Task 9: Forward and futures pricing for stocks and 

commodities 

Using the following table providing different factors like interest rate, 
storage cost, dividend yield. Calculate forward price using these factors. 
Assume Underlying price of $1000 for all cases. 

Type of 
underlying 

Interest 
rate(CC) 

Storage 
cost 

Dividend Lease(L)/ 
CY  

Time to 
maturity 

Forward price 

Stock 5% - - - 6M  
Commodity 6.5%  - - - 3M  
Stock 7%  Y= 2%  6M  
Stock 6%  A=$25 

due in 3 
months 

 12M  

Stock 10%  A=$25 
due in 6 
months 

 3M  

Commodity 3% 3% - - 3M  
Commodity 5% $100 paid in 

advance 
  6M  

Commodity 6% $50 paid at 
the end of 
contract 

 CY=1% 6M  

Commodity 2% $50 paid at 
the end of 3 
months 

 CY = 2% 6M  

Commodity 4% $10 Paid 
every 
month (at 
the start of 
the month) 

  6M  

Commodity 2.5% $10 paid 
every 
month (at 
the end of 
month) 

  6M  

Commodity 6%   L=3%   
Commodity 1% $20 paid in 

advance 
 CY = 5%   

Note: CC = Continuously compounded. CY = Convenience Yield, Y = Yield form, A = 
Amount, M = months 

 


